Xiting Security Architect
Xiting Authorizations Management Suite (XAMS)

XITING SECURITY ARCHITECT
The Xiting Security Architect provides
ready-to-use security concepts that
Xiting developed together with major
auditing firms. Additionally, the Xiting
Security Architect can compare your
live systems with the provided concepts and report on discrepancies,
long before your security audit is due.
With the Xiting Security Architect, you
can generate, publish, and monitor your
SAP Security Concept best practice at
the push of a button. When combined
with Solution Manager, you can manage your global SAP Security Concepts
and compare them against connected
systems.

Challenge
SAP security is a very broad and complex topic. New features are regularly
made available by SAP and defining the
best practices of which features to use,
or settings to enforce, requires considerable experience.
That applies particularly to large system landscapes where global policies
and minimum security standards are
not only difficult to define, but they are
even harder to monitor and enforce.

GOALS
Create a comprehensive
security concept, 		
in the form of a document,
which conforms to your
security requirements.
Keep your SAP systems up to
date and in compliance with
your concept.
Automatically monitor your
SAP systems based on the
concept.

Security Architect Xiting Authorizations Management Suite
With the Xiting Security Architect you
can create an entire security concept
(in the form of a document) by using
best practice templates which are
included and can then be adapted to
your needs.
Check Mode helps you to compare
your system’s actual state with the
target state. This process can be carried out locally for one system as well
as from a central system (e.g. Solution Manager) for several systems.
Thus it is possible to test and monitor
your system security configuration at
any time and to save your test results.
Compliance with the requirements
can then be compared over time and
tracked accordingly.

Concept Templates
SAP Security Concept for ABAP
SAP NetWeaver Java (J2EE)
SAP Access Control (GRC)
SAP Solution Manager
SAP Human Capital Management
(HCM)
SAP HANA
Check Scope
Authorizations
Role Management
System Security
System Settings
User Management

KEY BENEFITS
Significantly reduce the
effort involved in SAP
security audits.
Instantly check the
compliance of your SAP
landscape.
Monitor progress and
compare results for
individual compliance
reports.

In contrast to manual creation,
maintenance, and monitoring of a
security concept, the Security Architect saves an enormous amount of
time and resources.

Deﬁnition of
the structure of the
document's security
concept

Result:
Audit-compliant security
concept as a document
and up-to-date security
state for SAP systems

Security
Architect

Creation of the security
concept at the
click of a mouse
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Comparision of the
system's actual state
with the target state

Deﬁnition of the
scope of inspection
in check mode

